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CognitiveTPG Sets Reliability Benchmark for POS Receipt Printers and offers
Exceptional Pricing on A798 to fit any Budget
ITHACA, NY – August 1, 2013
CognitiveTPG, an established leader in the design and development of
innovative print technology solutions, sets new reliability benchmark
for its POS Receipt printers, A798 and A799, increasing specifications on
printhead life, knife cuts, and print lines. More importantly,
CognitiveTPG is offering exceptional pricing on the A798 printer that
will agree with any price sensitive budget.
With the only self-sharpening ceramic knife in the industry, both the
A798 and A799 now boast the highest knife life available at 3 million cuts, 72 million printlines, and 242
km printhead life, taking them well beyond the A798’s new 3-year warranty and the A799’s 4-year
warranty.
Effective immediately, CognitiveTPG’s A798 receipt printer is available at special pricing from
distributors Bluestar or Synnex, making it the most reliable and highest performing printer in its price
range.
“Small businesses are growing at rapid rates and account for a significant portion of overall retail sales nearly 40%, according to the Small Business Administration (SBS.gov). These businesses have
requirements similar to their national chain counterparts when it comes to POS printing. They need a
printer that is fast, easy to use, won’t break down, and is affordable. The CognitiveTPG A798 is the
perfect receipt printer for the small and medium sized businesses because it delivers in the most reliable
fashion,” said Nigel Ball, Vice President of Sales and Marketing for CognitiveTPG.
In addition, the printers show off their reliability prowess with their steel frame design and built-in liquid
dam and drainage features to protect the printer from the accidental spills typically found in retail and
hospitality environments. For added protection, the printers can be fitted with CognitiveTPG’s new Spill
Guard.
“The A798 is truly a better printer, now available at a better price,” said Kevin O’Donnell, Sales Director
for CognitiveTPG. “Not all customers require the niche features found in our A799 model – features such
as two-color printing, ReceiptWare marketing software, and ultra-fast print speeds. Most customers find
the A798’s ability to print a standard 6-inch receipt in 1 second to be more than sufficient for their
printing needs.”
A798 Special Pricing is available only through Bluestar and Synnex on printers with black (A798-720DTD00) or dark gray cabinets (A798-2200-TD00) and a serial/USB interface. For more information and to
watch a feature video on the A798 visit www.cognitivetpg.com/A798/moreforless.

About CognitiveTPG
CognitiveTPG is an established worldwide leader in the design and development of innovative print
technology solutions for a broad range of markets. As industry evolves, we collaborate face-to-face with
our customers so we can respond to their needs quickly with inspired solutions that deliver effective
results. Our history as a pioneer in thermal print technology speaks for itself. Today, we’re working on
the next series of innovations that will keep your company in front of the competition. Find out more at
www.CognitiveTPG.com.
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